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Introduction

1 BACKGROUND

The Montreux Document on pertinent international obligations and good practices for States related to the operations of private military and security companies (PMSCs) in armed conflict (the Montreux Document) was developed in 2008 as a result of a joint initiative launched by Switzerland and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). The aim of the Montreux Document was twofold. Firstly, to clarify how the international legal framework applies to the activities of PMSCs (thus showing that they do not operate in a legal vacuum). Secondly, to assist States seeking to regulate private military and security services provided on land – primarily in armed conflicts but also in post-conflict situations and other comparable situations.

At the time of the launch of the Montreux Document, PMSCs in maritime contexts were a marginal issue. Today however, the protection of merchant ships from security threats like piracy and armed robbery at sea is one of the top business sectors of the PMSC industry. The shipping industry has increasingly relied on private maritime security personnel to protect vessels, cargo, and seafarers. In 2017, the cost of contracted maritime security services totaled 292.5 million USD in East Africa and 213.7 million USD in West Africa (Pigeon et al., 2018). Developments such as the hybridization of maritime security models (i.e. combining both public and private security operators) and a lack of effective oversight mechanisms have resulted in a greater difficulty in monitoring the activities of PMSC – such as the proliferation of weapons at sea and a higher potential for the use of force, in scenarios distant from State enforcement or control – against a background of unregulated armed maritime security teams and lack of awareness of existing regulations. Consequently, actions by some actors could increase violence at sea and negatively impact human rights.

In addition to the legal and practical issues arising in this context, the expansion of the operational area of PMSCs at sea has triggered a debate on the applicability and pertinence of the Montreux Document in the maritime context. Looking into ways of upholding the Montreux Document as a practical and realistic contribution in promoting respect for international law and human rights, the Montreux Document Forum (MDF), co-chaired by Switzerland and the ICRC, established in 2014 a Working Group on the use of Private Military and Security Companies in Maritime Security (the Maritime Working Group).

1 Some of those legal and practical issues are raised by the existence of the so called “floating armories”. Due to the complex web of legal requirements pertaining to the transport and carriage of weapons, in an attempt to avoid coastal state regulations, some PMSCs resorted to the storing of firearms and personnel in international waters, in “floating armories”. In 2016, it was estimated that there were over a dozen ships serving as “floating armories”, allowing PMSCs to arm themselves, therefore avoiding regulations enforced in ports. (Affi L., Elmi, A.A., Knight A.W., Mohamed S. (2016). Such resources allow their personnel to embark on the client ship without weapons, obtaining them later once the ships are outside territorial waters. This phenomenon raises significant concerns, as these “floating armories” operate in a legal gray area, without clear international or national regulations governing their possession and use.

2 In particular, it has been debated how to reconcile the Montreux Document’s three-State analysis – Home, Territorial, and Contracting State – with the maritime industry’s Port, Coastal, and Flag State demarcation and consequent obligations under international law and good practices. Even though this Reference Document aims at clarifying that analysis, situations of jurisdictional overlaps and conflicts may still occur due to the jurisdictional rules contained in the law of the sea and also due to specificities deriving from the applicable maritime law.

3 The Maritime Working Group does not seek to condone nor condemn the use of PMSCs in maritime security, which is generally a prerogative of Flag States, dependent on applicable national laws and consistent with International Law. Instead, it intends to provide an opportunity to bring together States, international organizations and industry in identifying good practices regarding the regulation of the maritime security industry and for an accountable protection of maritime trade. Carrying out its activities, the Maritime Working Group takes into consideration the roles of the Working Group on the International Code of Conduct Association and the International Code of Conduct Association (ICoCA). It also takes into account other initiatives and frameworks on the use of private military and security companies in maritime security and engages with relevant public and private stakeholders in order to actively cooperate and to prevent overlapping or contradicting efforts.
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In its Preface, the Montreux Document states that the existing obligations and good practices recalled by it may be instructive in situations where PMSCs operate other than armed conflict, such as post-conflict situations and other, comparable situations⁴, while recalling that international humanitarian law is applicable only during armed conflicts. In addition, it was designed for all practitioners confronted with the phenomenon of PMCSs and not only for States. The maritime security operations in which PMSCs currently operate can be considered a setting in which the Montreux Document can offer useful guidance.

Bearing in mind its mission of serving as a forum to discuss the relevance of the Montreux Document to maritime security, its interaction with relevant international organizations and initiatives on maritime security and ways to assist States in implementing the MD, the Maritime Working Group has identified the developing of a reference document for a maritime-focused interpretation of the Montreux Document as an important output of its works. This is meant to assist States in regulating the PMSC industry in maritime contexts (complementing other processes specifically set out for maritime environments).

2 OBJECTIVES

By clarifying and reaffirming international law applicable to the activities of PMSCs in armed conflict, the Montreux Document can serve as a blueprint for governments seeking to effectively regulate PMSCs. In the maritime context, however, this practical potential may be challenged by the following:

- different nature of the maritime security operations of PMSCs, when compared to the land-based and mostly military operations;
- different applicable main international legal sources (in most situations, conventional and/or customary norms of international human rights law, the law of the sea, international criminal law, etc., and, when applicable, international humanitarian law);
- a not so obvious/direct equivalence between the three-State approach followed in the Montreux Document and the State and non-State actors operating at sea;
- a high number of applicable jurisdictions and consequent conflicts of jurisdiction.

These challenges motivated the Maritime Working Group to develop the Reference Document as a guidance tool that States and other relevant actors could use when interpreting and applying the Montreux Document in a maritime context, be it in armed conflict at sea or in maritime security operations.

This Reference Document is intended as a useful element for identifying and understanding the roles and responsibilities of the different States involved, within the three-State terminology in the Montreux Document. By making the Montreux Document more readable from a maritime security perspective, the Reference Document can be a resource for States seeking to use the Montreux Document specifically to support regulation of PMSCs and/or their personnel in maritime contexts, which is a plus with respect to other documents and initiatives on this topic. It can also serve as a convenient tool in outreach efforts.

This Reference Document is not intended to revise nor supplement the international rules and standards reaffirmed in the Montreux Document, neither to create a standard setting document or to propose a specific regulatory approach for the use of maritime security. The Reference Document does not mean

⁴ Paragraph 5 of the Preface of the Montreux Document reads: "The following understandings guided the development of this document [. . . ] 5. That existing obligations and good practices may also be instructive for post-conflict situations and for other, comparable situations, however, that international humanitarian law is applicable only during armed conflict."
to be an exhaustive exercise and should not be seen as limitative of future undertakings by the Working Group, the MDF, Montreux Document Participants or any other actors/entities – including, if need be, an intergovernmental document on pertinent international obligations and good practices for States related to the operations of PMSCs operating at sea, in the same spirit as the Montreux Document itself.

The statements and good practices compiled in the Montreux Document referring to the international law applicable to operations of PMSCs in armed conflict encompass naval warfare⁵. In this sense, the Reference Document only makes occasional references to the specificities of armed conflict at sea.

3

METHODOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

The Reference Document was developed through literature revision, informative document and jurisprudential research and a compilation of existing good practices. During the development of this interpretative tool, the Maritime Working Group consulted a number of expert sources on PMSCs in maritime contexts, international organizations (notably the International Maritime Organization), as well as different civil society organizations.

Insomuch as it is a central reference of best practices and valuable guidance for Private Maritime Security Companies and Privately Contracted Armed Security Personnel, IMO guidance is referenced throughout the Reference Document, particularly with regard to the interpretative section on Good Practices. This is without prejudice to IMO’s position on the applicability of the Montreux Document and the International Code of Conduct to PMSCs operating at sea⁶.

The Reference Document may be continuously updated by Montreux Document Participants, taking into consideration relevant feedback from stakeholders (e.g. experts, industry, States, international organizations, non-governmental organizations, etc.) brought to the attention of the Maritime Working Group.

The Reference Document should be read together with the Montreux Document. In order to adequately serve its purpose as an interpretative tool, the Reference Document follows the Document’s original division into two parts.

The Montreux Document follows a three-fold structure distinguishing between obligations and good practices addressed to Contracting, Territorial and Home States. The chapter Maritime Interpretative Guidance for “Part One: Pertinent international legal obligations relating to private military and security companies” aims at clarifying how the general obligations identified in Part One of the Montreux Document can be applicable to PMSCs operating in maritime context, while the chapter Maritime Interpretative Guidance for “Part Two: Good Practices relating to maritime private military and security companies” offers guidance on how the good practices relating to those obligations reaffirmed in the Montreux Document could be understood in order to be put into practice in maritime context.

---

⁵ Although PMSCs providing private security services to private commercial vessels have not necessarily been directly involved in naval warfare so far, this is a possibility that cannot be excluded.

⁶ The IMO’s position on the applicability of the Montreux Document and the International Code of Conduct to PMSCs operating at sea is that, while both were useful reference points, they are not directly relevant – as is specifically referenced in IMO’s Maritime Security Committee (MSC) MSC.1/Circ.1443.
This chapter focuses on the interpretation of sections of Part One of the Montreux Document that are relevant for situations where PMSCs take part in maritime security operations (the majority of cases in which PMSCs operate in maritime context).

The interpretative guidance is divided into two sections for easier access, the first being dedicated to States and the second to PMSCs and their personnel.

1

INTERPRETATIVE GUIDANCE REGARDING STATES

The Montreux Document highlights the obligations of three types of States: Contracting States (countries that hire PMSCs), Territorial States (countries on whose territory PMSCs operate), and Home States (countries in which PMSCs are based).

Because PMSCs operating at sea are mostly hired by private persons (not by States) to protect merchant vessels against acts of piracy and acts of armed robbery at sea (see section 2 of this chapter), the most relevant State actors for the Montreux Document in the maritime context will be those that can be equated with Territorial States - and among those, Flag States will be the main addressees.

Understanding 9(d) of the Preface of the Montreux Document defines “Territorial States” as those in whose territory PMSCs operate. The Montreux Document gathers several important obligations binding Territorial States, considering that they are “in a strong position to influence the behaviour of companies.” and that they “(...) have the authority, based on their territorial sovereignty, to impose restrictions on PMSCs through national law.”. In the maritime context, this authority will derive from jurisdiction (i.e. the competence to exercise legislative, executive and judicial functions), rather than sovereignty over territory alone. PMSCs operate on board ships that navigate different maritime zones. Therefore, in applying this concept in a maritime context, the Territorial State cannot necessarily be mapped onto any single State, but rather may be equated with one of more States exercising jurisdiction over the vessel in which a PMSC is embarked. At all times, and in all maritime zones, the Flag State of a vessel will be one such State. In addition, a Coastal State or a Port State may also be equated to the Territorial State, when a vessel in which PMSCs are embarked is situated in its territorial sea, or internal or (where appropriate) archipelagic waters.

In short, depending on the maritime zone where a ship is at a certain moment and the jurisdiction over specific situations/matters, the “Territorial State” referred to in the Montreux Document can be equated to the Flag State, the Coastal State and the Port State. The jurisdiction of these States may be concurrent. It should be noted, however, that jurisdictional overlaps are not exclusive of situations where PMSCs operate at sea, as they can also occur in the context of land-based operations.\footnote{For example, even in land-based operations the jurisdiction of the Contracting, the Territorial and the Home States can be concurring with regards to crimes under international law (Statements 6, 12 and 17 of the Montreux Document).}
It is generally the prerogative of Flag States, dependent on applicable national laws and consistent with international law, to decide on the use of PMSCs in maritime security\(^8\) (see footnote 3). Indeed, according to the applicable law of the sea (namely the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea – UNCLOS), the **Flag State** is the (only) State of the nationality of a ship, having an obligation to effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical and social matters over ships flying its flag, as well as over the shipmaster, officers and crew. Bearing in mind the positive obligations recalled by Statements 9 to 12 of the Montreux Document and the good practices relating to those statements, it seems that the Flag State is the State that will (in most cases) be in the best position to comply with them.

Moreover, a significant part of the maritime security services provided by PMSCs take place on the high seas\(^9\), where the Territorial State will can be equated to the Flag State alone: it generally has the right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over the ship on the high seas (i.e. generally the Flag State alone can enforce jurisdiction on board that ship\(^{10}\)).

The obligation of Territorial States, as defined in the Montreux Document, to investigate and, as required by international law, or otherwise as appropriate, prosecute, extradite or surrender persons suspected of having committed crimes under international law (Statement 12 of the Montreux Document) also belongs, in principle, to the Flag State. Only in exceptional situations may States exercise their jurisdiction over a ship flying the flag of another State and may therefore also be equated to Territorial States, in particular for the purposes of Statement 12 of the Montreux Document. This is the case with respect to the Coastal State, which may exercise its criminal jurisdiction in certain cases where a crime was committed on board a ship during its passage through its territorial sea\(^11\). A Port State may also be equated to Territorial State for the purposes of Statement 12 of the Montreux Document.

In the event of a jurisdicitional conflict among different Territorial States – conflicts which, as underlined in a previous paragraph, are not exclusive of maritime-based operations of PMSCs –, it is important that those States strive to uphold one of the main purposes of the Montreux Document, which is to prevent (or at least minimize) legal and jurisdictional gaps and manage legal and jurisdictional overlaps regarding serious breaches of international law\(^{12}\).

---

8. This does not mean that other States cannot oppose the passage in their territorial sea of a ship carrying personnel of PMSCs in cases where the passage of that ship is considered as prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the Coastal State. The right of innocent passage reflects customary international law. A cornerstone of the law of the sea, it is regulated under article 19 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which establishes the meaning and applicable limitations on innocent passage. The most pertinent example of a limitation on innocent passage in the current context is article 19(2)(b) which states that the passage of a ship engaging in any practice with weapons of any kind can be considered to be prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the Coastal State, thus precluding the right of that ship to innocent passage. The Coastal State may, in cases such as this one, prevent the passage. Under its limited right to regulate innocent passage under article 21 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, the Coastal State may also adopt rules affecting the operations of PMSCs, such as customs laws on arms on board.

9. PMSCs often operate on the high seas to protect merchant vessels from pirate attacks. Piracy is defined in Article 101 of UNCLOS as any illegal act(s) of violence or detention, or any act of depredation, committed for private ends by the crew or the passengers of a private ship and directed: on the high seas, against another ship, or against persons or property on board such ship, or against a ship; or against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the jurisdiction of any State. Voluntary participation in the operation of a pirate ship and any act of inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act of piracy also amount to piracy. The same acts, when committed within a State’s internal waters, archipelagic waters and territorial sea of a State, are referred to as “armed robbery against ships” (a notion developed under Resolution A.1025(26) (Annex, paragraph 2.2) on IMO’s Code of Practice for the Investigation of the Crimes of Piracy and Armed Robbery Against Ships).

10. Notwithstanding the prescriptive jurisdiction of other States towards their own nationals on board (i.e. the right to regulate the conduct of their nationals on board a ship flying another State’s flag) and the obligations of the Home State (of the PMSC) under Statement 17 of the Montreux Document, Article 27 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea states four cases in which the Coastal State may exercise its criminal jurisdiction in certain cases where the crime was committed on board the ship during its passage through its territorial sea: (i) if the consequences of the crime extend to the coastal State, (ii) if the crime is of a kind to disturb the peace of the country or the good order of the territorial sea, (iii) if the assistance of the local authorities has been requested by the master of the ship or by a diplomatic agent or consular officer of the Flag State and (iv) if such measures are necessary for the suppression of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances.

11. For example, should the personnel of a PMSC engage in an act of piracy, all States having a duty to cooperate in the repression of piracy and piracy being a crime under International Law, Statement 12 of the Montreux Document may be interpreted by Flag, Coastal and Port States in such a way that jurisdictional gaps are avoided and mechanisms of mutual legal assistance are put in place.

12. For example, should the personnel of a PMSC engage in an act of piracy, all States having a duty to cooperate in the repression of piracy and piracy being a crime under International Law, Statement 12 of the Montreux Document may be interpreted by Flag, Coastal and Port States in such a way that jurisdictional gaps are avoided and mechanisms of mutual legal assistance are put in place.
As said above, private persons are the main clients of PMSCs in the maritime context. Nevertheless, statements and good practices relating to Contracting States as defined in Understanding 9(c) in the Preface of the Montreux Document are still applicable to States hiring PMSCs to operate in sea, be it in warfare or in maritime security operations\(^{13}\).

As for Home States, the definition under Understanding 9(e) of the Preface of the Montreux Document is applicable in the maritime context as it is for land-based operations: depending on the case, it is the State where the PMSC is registered or incorporated or the State where it has its principal place of management. As happens with land-based operations of PMSCs, in the context of maritime security the obligations of Home States recalled under Statements 15 and 17 of the Montreux Document may result in a jurisdictional overlaps, namely with the Flag State – see footnote 6. The law of the Home State is also relevant on the basis of the nationality principle.

In the context of maritime security, Statement 21 of the Montreux Document can be interpreted as referring to the obligation of All other States, as required and admissible under the applicable international law, to investigate and repress maritime crimes – e.g. piracy, illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.

\section{2}

\textbf{INTERPRETATIVE GUIDANCE REGARDING PMSCS AND THEIR PERSONNEL}

The definition of “PMSCs” under Understanding 9(a) of Preface of the Montreux Document does not call for a special interpretation from a maritime point of view\(^{14}\). PMSCs currently operating in a maritime context are not usually engaged in naval warfare and, therefore, rarely provide military services - they mostly provide security services\(^{15}\). At the same time, the general definition of “personnel of a PMSC” under Understanding 9(b) of the Preface of the Montreux Document is entirely applicable to PMSCs operating in the maritime context\(^{16}\).

In a maritime context and for the purposes of Statements 22 and 23 of the Montreux Document, the “applicable national law” and the “national law of the State in which personnel of PMSCs operates” should generally be understood as the national law of the Flag State – only in exceptional circumstances will the national law of other States apply (see previous section). For example, the right of the personnel of PMSCs to use force on board a ship is restricted to lawful acts, such as in self-defense or to defend others, in accordance with the applicable rules of international law and of the national law of the Flag State and of the Home State of the PMSC. In addition to respecting the laws and regulations of the Home State and of the Flag State on the transport, carriage and use of firearms, PMSCs and their personnel must also take into account applicable laws and regulations of Coastal States (who have some prescriptive powers regarding the right to innocent passage) and those of Port States whenever the ship is at port.

---

\(^{13}\) Some literature has suggested that the “home” States of private entities contracting PMSCs for private maritime security could be considered as “Contracting States”. However, it is not clear that States in which the private entities contracting PMSCs are registered could be considered as “Contracting States” within the meaning of the Montreux Document.

\(^{14}\) The notion of “PMSCs” should not be limited to entities exclusively or even primarily engaging in operational security functions - such as “private maritime security companies” or “privately contracted armed security personnel” (PCASP) – neither to those operating at sea; it should also comprise those whose services are of a more managerial or logistic-support nature and that can often be provided on/from land or from different vessels.

\(^{15}\) These services include armed and unarmed protection of ships and/or of their crew and/or cargo; escorting of merchant vessels; security surveillance of places/waters, goods and/or persons; maintenance and operation of weapons systems; detention of pirates and armed robbers; training the crews on defence against piracy and armed robbery attacks; security audits.

\(^{16}\) Hence, for the purposes of a maritime interpretation of the Montreux Document, “personnel of a PMSC” should designate any person employed by a PMSC, directly or under a contract with it. These persons - who can be managers, employees, contractors or subcontractors - can provide their services from a land-based facility or be on board merchant vessels or other support/surveillance vessel(s).
PMSCs should only deprive a person of their liberty where lawful to do so and in accordance with the shipmaster’s orders (see last paragraph in this section). While it may be necessary to use a level of force to give effect to such a deprivation of liberty, any such use of force must be lawful and, in particular, PMSCs depriving a person of their liberty must not resort to torture, enforced disappearances or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Insomuch as the national law of the Flag State reflects and implements norms under the law of the sea and/or international human rights law applicable to their activities, the personnel of PMSCs:

- have an obligation not to (i) seize or exercise control over a ship by force or threat thereof or any other form of intimidation, (ii) perform an act of violence against a person on board a ship if that act is likely to endanger the safe navigation of that ship, (iii) destroy a ship or cause damage to a ship or its cargo which is likely to endanger the safe navigation of that ship, (iv) injure or kill any person in connection with the commission or attempted commission of the previous acts;

- have an obligation not to hamper the boarding of personnel of a warship, when this right of visit is exercised in compliance with the law of the sea, including, for example, when there is reasonable ground for suspecting that the ship is engaged in piracy or is engaged in the slave trade;

- have the obligation not to hamper the hot pursuit of its ship by the authorities of a Coastal State, when the latter has good reason to believe that the ship has violated the laws and regulations of that State and when it is exercised in compliance with international law, including the law of the sea.

Statement 27 of the Montreux Document recalls that superiors of PMSC personnel are persons who have PMSC personnel under their effective authority and control. This enumeration of superiors of PMSC personnel being an exemplificative one (“such as”) and the shipmaster being the main responsible for the safety of the ship and the people and cargo in it, it can be interpreted that, in a maritime security context, the shipmaster is a superior of PMSC personnel in the meaning of Paragraph 27. Since the shipmaster holds the final and highest level of control of the ship and its crew and passengers, it is he or she who decides if a certain situation classifies as a security issue for the ship and whether the PMSC personnel is to act upon it. A shipmaster may also be criminally liable for any crimes committed by PMSC personnel, although this will depend strongly on the type of crime, the context and specific circumstances, as applicable law may provide for crimes additional to those under international law. With regards to crimes under international law and notably with respect to the use of force and treatment of persons deprived of their liberty in maritime security operations, a shipmaster who has not exercised due control over PMSC personnel may be liable for crimes under international law.
This section aims at supporting the interpretation of the Good Practices of the Montreux Document in the Maritime Context. To this end, it is based on the seven thematic pillars of the Montreux Document Good Practices, emphasizing the most relevant ones in the given context.

The Good Practices are intended as a useful blueprint for the regulation of PMSCs. States are invited to consider these Good Practices in defining their relationships with PMSCs, recognizing that a particular Good Practice may not be appropriate in all circumstances and emphasizing that this Part is not meant to imply that States should necessarily follow all these practices as a whole. The Good Practices do not have legally binding effect and are not meant to be exhaustive. It is understood that a State may not have the capacity to implement all the Good Practices, and that no State has the legal obligation to implement any particular Good Practice, whether that State is a Contracting State, a Territorial State, or a Home State.

As stated before, it is generally the prerogative of Flag States (dependent on applicable national laws and consistent with international law) to decide on the use of PMSCs in maritime security in the first place. Therefore, many of the Good Practices stated in the Montreux Document will be especially relevant to Flag States, with which the concept of “Territorial State” is likely to be equated most often. Nevertheless, the following interpretation of the Good Practices can be instructive for all States, without prejudice to the rights and obligations of the Flag State (which are the most relevant State actors for the Montreux Document in the maritime context, see the Maritime Interpretative Guidance for Part I).

The seven thematic pillars of Good Practices, based on the Montreux Document, are listed below:

1. **Determination of Services**  |  This chapter addresses Good Practices for how States can determine which services may or may not be contracted to PMSCs.

2. **Authorization to provide military and security services**  |  The second section focuses on the requirements of PMSCs obtaining a license to operate.

3. **Procedure with regard to authorizations**  |  This section discusses the setup of institutions in charge of granting authorizations to PMSCs.

4. **Criteria for granting an authorization**  |  The fourth chapter sets out 0.1875 in Good Practices for what conditions States should consider when granting licenses of authorizations to PMSCs.

5. **Terms of authorization**  |  The good practices in this section expand on operating requirements States should set for PMSCs to guarantee lawful conduct, when authorizations were granted.

6. **Rules on the Provision of Services by PMSCs and their personnel**  |  The good practices in this chapter aim to support States in setting out specific guidelines on the provision of security and military services.

7. **Monitoring compliance and ensuring accountability**  |  This chapter underlines Good Practices to strengthen monitoring and accountability of maritime PMSCs.
DETERMINATION OF SERVICES\(^\text{17}\)

States should, to the extent that they have jurisdiction to prescribe, regulate the carriage of armed security personnel and their weapons and they should, in conjunction with shipowners, private security companies, and ship operators, identify whether and under which conditions armed private security on vessels will be authorized. Further, they should consider that carriage of armed personnel on board merchant ships may lead to an escalation of violence.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

In an increasing number of cases, shipowners are considering the use of Privately Contracted Armed Maritime Security (PCASP), here Private Military and Security Companies (PMSC), to augment shipboard security arrangements when transiting areas where it is considered there is a higher risk of piracy and within which self-protective measures are most likely to be required\(^\text{18}\).

The provision of security services, inherently, includes a possible need to use force, without which security cannot be ensured. However, using force bears the risk of abuses and misconduct and has the potential to impact heavily on the human rights of affected persons. The use of privately contracted armed security personnel on board ships may therefore lead to an escalation of violence. Determining the conditions under which the carriage of armed security personnel is allowed, and notably the types of equipment and weapons, will mitigate the risk of an escalation of violence and minimize the threats of casualties if an escalation occurs. The available equipment and weapons must also be in accordance with applicable and relevant international human rights law and international humanitarian law.

\(^{17}\) See Montreux Document Good Practice 24.

\(^{18}\) This may include areas other than those defined by international organizations or authorities such as the IMO. In the context of the IMO, a High Risk Area is an area where it is considered there is a higher risk of piracy and within which self-protective measures are most likely to be required. See IMO, Circular Letter No.8806, Art. 2.1.
AUTHORIZATION TO PROVIDE MILITARY AND SECURITY SERVICES

States should require PMSCs to obtain an authorization to provide military and security services on ships flying their flag, including by requiring PMSCs:

- to have relevant licenses from competent authorities (Home, Flag and Coastal States) before embarking. This includes approval to provide security services and relevant licenses to transport, carry, operate, and store firearms and security related equipment;
- that PMSC staff are registered and obtain a license to carry out military or security services for PMSCs.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

According to UNCLOS, States must fulfil their obligation of exercising their jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical, labor conditions, and social matters over ships flying their flag and the shipmaster, officers, and crew of those ships. This includes ensuring that PMSCs operating on board vessels flying its flag comply with the necessary requirements of national law and also encompasses a due diligence obligation to monitor the activities of those PMSCs.

Vessels will pass through areas under the jurisdictions of Port or Coastal States. It is therefore vital for a Flag State to make sure ships sailing under its flag fulfil the requirements set out by these States.

---

19 See Montreux Document Good Practice 25.
20 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1406/Rev.3, para. 4. ISO PAS 28007, para. 4.2-4.5. IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1406/Rev.3, para. 2.2.
PROCEDURE WITH REGARD TO AUTHORIZATIONS

States should establish or designate a central authority competent for granting authorizations to maritime PMSCs.

States should allocate adequate resources and trained personnel to handle authorizations of maritime PMSCs properly. The contextual difference of the maritime sphere demands that national regulatory authorities and their personnel are trained in specificities of the maritime context to guarantee effective authorization processes.

States should assess, in determining whether to grant an authorization, the capacity of the PMSC to carry out its activities in conformity with applicable and relevant national law and international law (including international human rights law and international humanitarian law), taking into account inherent risk associated with the services to be performed, for instance by:

- Receiving information on PMSC’s structure; and execute background checks on PMSC and its personnel:
  - company structure and place of registration;
  - company ownership;
  - financial position and bank references;
  - extent of insurance cover (in particular covering third-party risks);
  - senior management experience, general and specific to the task;
  - quality management indicators.

- Obtaining references from clients for whom PMSC has previously provided similar services.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

The designation of an appropriate authority that thoroughly assesses the granting of authorization of PMSCs enables States to ensure professionalization of the industry and may prevent and mitigate risks of unlawful conduct.

Under the UNCLOS, States are required to regulate administrative, technical and social matters over ships flying their flag. Procedures with regard to authorizations for PMSCs set a solid framework for this objective.

21 See Montreux Document Good Practice 26 to 29.
22 See IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2 para. 5.2.
23 Montreux Document, Good Practice 27 applicable to maritime context.
24 Montreux Document, Good Practice 28 applicable in maritime context. Also see MSC.1/Circ.1443; para. 3.2 and MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2; para. 4.2.
25 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2; para. 4.3.4.
26 UNCLOS, Art. 94 (1).
CRITERIA FOR GRANTING AN AUTHORIZATION

States should require shipowners, private security companies and ship operators to implement use of force policies for all PMSC personnel, in line with the Flag State’s national legislation and international good practices contained in the Montreux Document.

States should respect that as soon as merchant ships or fishing vessels enter the territorial waters or ports of another State, they are also subject to that State’s legislation with respect to certain aspects concerning the right to innocent passage. Especially the importation of firearms by PMSCs is subject to Coastal and Port State’s regulations. Further, carrying firearms may pose greater danger if there is dangerous cargo, such as flammable material or natural resources on board the ship. Customs legislation over arms on board may also be enforced in the contiguous zone of a State.

Flag States should clarify for shipmaster, seafarers, shipowners, operators and companies the national policies on licenses, training, and firearms stockpile management relevant to armed security personnel.

States must require that the conduct of maritime PMSCs and of any PMSC subcontracted is in conformity with applicable and relevant national law (Coastal, Port and Flag State) and international law (including international human rights law and international humanitarian law), which includes ensuring that:

- Maritime PMSCs are responsible for the conduct of their subcontractors and are liable within the legal framework for their conduct;
- Maritime PMSCs have identified and incorporated all relevant regulatory and legal provisions, as well as any applicable codes and conventions. This should be included in contract negotiations with clients to keep in mind differing jurisdictions and requirements by Home, Flag, Coastal and Port State;
- PMSCs’ internal corporate governance structure and top management can demonstrate the organization’s capability to offer services in line with applicable and relevant international and national law and regulatory requirements, i.e. via training documentations and internal ethics policies. The company’s security management policy should also comply with applicable and relevant international and national laws, codes and regulatory requirements. The PMSC should also provide evidence of having conducted human rights impact risk assessments;
- Maritime PMSCs provide evidence on how top management outlines and documents the company’s capacity to deliver services in conformity with applicable and relevant international and national law and regulatory requirements.

---

27 See Montreux Document Good Practice 30 to 39.
29 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1333/Rev.1; para. 4. UNCLOS Art 94.
30 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1436/Rev.3; para. 7. IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1333/Rev.1; para. 7. UNCLOS Art 94.
31 Montreux Document, Good Practice 30 and 31. UNCLOS Art. 94 (4) c. ISO 28007, para. 4.2.1.; para. 4.2.4; para. 4.3.3.
States should take into account within available means, the past conduct of maritime PMSCs and their personnel, which includes ensuring the PMSCs and their personnel have:

- no proven record of involvement in serious crime (including but not limited to organized crime, drug trafficking, piracy, violent crime, violations of international humanitarian law, illegal carrying of weapons and artillery, human trafficking, unauthorized entry, sailing or fishing in unauthorized areas, bribery and corruption, gender based violence, sexual exploitation and abuse, domestic violence) and, insofar as the PMSC or its personnel had participated in past unlawful behavior, has properly dealt with such conduct, including by effectively collaborating with the authorities, taking punitive actions against those involved, and where appropriate and dependable with findings of wrongdoing, offering appropriate reparation to individuals injured by their conduct;

- conducted comprehensive inquiries within applicable law regarding the extent to which any of its personnel, particularly those who are required to carry weapons as part of their duties, have a reliably attested record of not having been involved in serious crime or have not been dishonorably discharged from armed or security forces.

PMSCs should make provisions for financial resources for risks arising from its operations and activities, consistent with contractual requirements. Maritime PMSCs should guarantee their compliance with relevant legal and regulatory obligations. PMSCs should document their financial stability by financial accounts, bank references, as well as information related to company structure and ownership. Further, companies should demonstrate sufficient insurance to cover risks and associated liability.

States should consider whether the PMSC maintains precise and updated personnel and property records, specifically, regarding weapons and ammunition, available for inspection on demand by any State that can be equated to the Territorial State and other authorities, including ensuring that:

- PMSCs keep records of the vetting process of all personnel;

- PMSCs maintain records of employees, as well as of initial and refresher continuation training;

- PMSCs keep suitable documented information as evidence of capability to manage security operations at sea and specifically the protection of persons aboard the ship against unlawful attack;

- PMSCs have operational planning and control processes in place which permit its personnel to conform with all applicable laws and standards and to react to operational challenges.

32 Montreux Document Good Practice 32, IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2; para. 4.3.4; para. 4.5.
33 ISO 28007, para. 4.1.10.; para. 4.1.11; para. 4.3.1. also, Montreux Document, Good Practice 33.
34 See Montreux Document Good Practice 34. ISO 28007, para. 4.1.6 (h); para. 4.3.2 (k) and (l); para. 4.4.5; para. 4.4.2; para. 5.1.
States should ensure that PMSCs personnel are sufficiently trained, both prior to any deployment and on an ongoing basis, to respect relevant national law and international law (including international human rights law and international humanitarian law); and to establish goals to facilitate uniformity and standardization of training requirements. Specifically, States should ensure that personnel of PMSCs receive the following training:

+ shipboard familiarization training, including communication protocols;
+ medical training to a recognized international standard;
+ appropriate training and/or briefing with specific reference to the ship type, where that ship will be operating, as well as on international standards on safe management of ship operations;
+ training on international human rights law and principles and international humanitarian law, where applicable;
+ training on the obligations, processes and policies on reporting human rights abuses, human trafficking, and sexual exploitation and abuse (SEA) and know the obligation of companies and their staff to comply with national authorities in the case of criminal investigations. Specialized training should also be provided specifically for managers that underlines the specific roles managers play, in terms of due diligence, with regard to human rights abuses, human trafficking, SEA, and other forms of sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV);
+ command and control relationships between the PMSC personnel and the shipmaster, as well as the recognition of the individual inherent right to self-defense. Training should address communications protocols and procedures, including a clear chain of command and understanding of the role of the shipmaster as the final arbiter.

In cases where States authorize the personnel of PMSCs to carry firearms, States should require that:

+ personnel have been trained to operate the specific firearms and other security equipment used on vessels they are deployed on;
+ personnel have been trained in compliance with international and national legal requirements on the use and storage of firearms and ammunition;
+ the company acquires and maintains legal authorizations for the possession of firearms and ammunition required by applicable national and international law;
+ maritime PMSCs conform with any home or Flag State or local requirements including through end user certifications and secure the necessary written authority from the Flag State and where appropriate the Coastal State for holding stocks of firearms and ammunition on the high seas or offshore.

---

35 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2, para. 4.6. Montreux Document Good Practice 35. BPUF, Art. 19-20. IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1443, para. 4.2.; IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2, para. 4.7. ISO 28007, para. 4.1.7; para. 4.4.2 (e) and (c). UNCLOS, Art. 94 (3) and (4).
36 Specifically, the provisions of the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code, International Safety Management (ISM) Code and BMP.
37 ISO 28007, para. 4.2.5 (a)-(g). Montreux Document Good Practice 36. ICoCA, Art. 59.
States should take into account the maritime PMSC’s internal organization and regulations on the use of force, such as:

+ that PMSCs have procedures on the use of force, agreed upon with the shipmaster and the customer and respect international and Flag State law. If possible, the use of force should be completely avoided, a graduated deterrent approach applied, any force be strictly necessary and proportionate, and deadly force only be used in self-defense. Written, audio-visual reports (if possible) should be produced of any use of force;

+ that personnel have been trained and qualified to international standards regarding the lawful use of force.

States should ensure that PMSCs have monitoring and supervisory measures as well as internal accountability mechanisms, such as:

+ incident monitoring and reporting procedures in place, including mandatory recording of such incidents to the logbook of the shipmaster and a regular reporting of such incidents to the Flag State. These procedures should apply in case of any attack and response to an attack, where personnel have used a firearm, where there has been damage or injury to personnel or equipment or any other noteworthy occurrence which should be reported. The incident reporting should also provide for preservation of evidence;

+ mechanism to address and document complaints and grievances from internal and external parties. The company should establish an efficient investigative process of the grievance which includes means of regular communication with the complainant and procedures to cooperate with any official external investigation;

+ a code of business ethics and Code of Conduct (such as the ICoC, see footnote 38). States must also require PMSCs to have policies in place for the prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse;

+ companies have performance evaluation mechanisms to ensure the above listed requirements are in place and implemented.

---


39 Another important framework is the International Code of Conduct (ICoC) for Private Security Service Providers, which articulates the responsibilities of private security companies and personnel to protect human rights and sets out international principles and standards for private security services. The ICoC requires PMSCs to: 1) prohibit the engagement of personnel in SEA or other forms of GBV; 2) prohibit their personnel to benefit from GBV; 3) remain vigilant of all instances of SEA or GBV; and 4) report instances of SEA or GBV to competent authorities when requested by the victim. Moreover, the ICoC Association (ICoCA) has also published specific guidelines on preventing SEA for private security companies (ICOCA, PSEA Guidelines, 2019).

40 See, for example, ICoCA’s manual on “Developing and operating fair and accessible company grievance mechanisms that offer effective remedies”.
States should ensure that companies have appropriate policies in place that consider the welfare of its employees. These can include robust and auditable health, safety and environmental policies, which comprise hostile environment training, protective equipment, medical and psychological training; and guidelines on how to address misconduct and human rights abuses against PMSC personnel.\textsuperscript{41} As part of this, PMSCs must implement policies and procedures to prevent and address discrimination and harassment against personnel, including policies for complaints against all forms of workplace discrimination and harassment, including sexual and gender based harassment. States should ensure that PMSCs assure non-discriminatory working conditions for PMSC personnel, which should address working hours and other adequate policies responsive to the diverse needs of men and women.

\textbf{WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?}

In the maritime context, PMSC operations bear unique threats to human rights and to the health and safety of employees and third parties, including physical, ergonomic, psychological and social elements. Moreover, the high levels of stress and fatigue characteristic of that context can induce work-related accidents, injuries and diseases.\textsuperscript{42} Solid regulation and practices regarding health and safety of PMSC personnel are vital to address these challenging working environments, and also to specifically mitigate the aggravated impact that threats to their health and safety may have in a maritime context (for example, in the event of regional or global security, environmental or sanitary crises).

UNCLOS Article 94 (3) sets out that States must take measures to ensure safety at sea with regard inter alia to (i) the construction, equipment and seaworthiness of ships, (ii) the manning of ships, labor conditions and the training of crews, taking into account the applicable international instruments, and (iii) the use of signals, the maintenance of communications and the prevention of collisions.

\textsuperscript{41} SO 28007, para. 4.1.6. (e) para. 5.8. Montreux Document Good Practice 38.

5

TERMS OF AUTHORIZATION

States should ensure the conduct of maritime PMSCs and their personnel is conforming with relevant national and international law, (including international humanitarian law and international human rights law). Policies regarding the authorization must include quality criteria for maritime PMSCs referred to in this guidance, including:

- past conduct;
- financial and economic capacity;
- extent of insurance coverage;
- personnel and property records;
- evidence of sound transport, embarkation and disembarkation of firearms;
- training;
- lawful acquisitions;
- participation in multi-stakeholder initiatives, such as the International Code of Conduct Association.

States should require PMSCs to maintain insurance cover for themselves, their personnel and third-party liability cover and that the terms of engagement for PMSCs do not prejudice or potentially prejudice the shipowner's insurance cover.

States should require shipowners to consult with their insurers prior to embarkation, as to whether the deployment of PMSCs impacts their insurance cover, particularly as it relates to armed engagements and liability insurance held by the PMSC.

PMSC should demonstrate that they hold and will uphold for the duration of the contract:

- public and employer’s liability insurance cover to an appropriate level and as required by the shipowner;
- personal accident, medical expenses, hospitalization and repatriation insurance. insurance of their personnel to carry and use firearms on such voyages for accident, injury and damage arising from the use of firearms and liability for any claim that might arise from the carriage and/or negligent or intentional misuse of firearms. Shipowners, charterers and underwriters must assess all provisions in their charters and policies and ensure acceptable attention is paid to the questions raised.

---

43 See Montreux Document Good Practice 40 to 42.
44 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2, para. 4.3.4; para. 5. ISO PAS 28007, para. 4.1.- 4.4. IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1443. IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1406/Rev.2, para. 5.
45 See the International Code of Conduct (ICoC) for Private Security Service Providers, available at icoca.ch/en/the_icoc.
46 IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2, para. 5.
States should ensure that the composition and equipment of the proposed PMSC team is discussed and approved as necessary by the shipowner contracting with the PMSC. The following factors require specific attention:

- **size of the PMSC team** - The appropriate size of the team depends on several factors, such as the length of the estimated time period of the transit, the threat assessment, the specific tasks of the PMSC personnel, and the nature of the ship. This assessment should indicate the minimum number of persons that should form the security team;

- **ship safety certificate** - the number of PMSC personnel deployed must not exceed that specified in the ship’s safety certificate. In case the ship safety certificate requirements cannot be fulfilled because of additional security personnel, the flag Administration should be consulted;

- **composition** - there must be a suitable hierarchy of the PMSC team, dependent on experience and skill. The leader of the team needs to be competent in ship vulnerability and risk assessments and be able to instruct on ship protection measures. One of the PMSC personnel should be qualified as the team medic;

- **equipment requirements** - The length of the time period of the transit, the latest threat assessment, and the agreed upon services of the PMSC team influence the equipment requirements;

- **firearms** - The appropriate firearms package employed is to be identified in conformity with the applicable Flag State national legislation relating to the type, carriage and use of firearms by personnel of PMSCs. Similar applicable national legislation of Coastal States and Port States - i.e. relevant states with jurisdiction during parts of the transit - also applies.

**WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?**

Terms of authorization are vital as they specifically lay out the expected conduct of the PMSCs and their personnel. The terms of authorization thus support States’ control mechanisms of the PMSC industry. States can revoke licenses of PMSCs violating the terms of authorization, thereby strengthening the adherence of PMSCs and their personnel to national and international law in their activities.
RULES ON THE PROVISION OF SERVICES BY PMSCS AND THEIR PERSONNEL

States should have in place appropriate rules so that PMSCs who operate in support of public security services do not neglect law enforcement efforts neither carry out their activities in a manner leading to conducting law enforcement selectively or in any other way eroding the security situation in the area.

States should have in place appropriate rules on the use of force and firearms by maritime PMSCs and their personnel, they should make sure the use of force by the PMSCs is:

+ conformant with regulations of Port and Coastal State laws regarding the storage of weapons and Security Equipment and use by personnel of PMSCs;

+ rooted in the principle of self-defense and defense of others, in cases where the PMSC is defending the crew of the vessel. This right pertains to citizens and is therefore not linked to specific activities of the PMSC. This means that PMSCs do not have any broader rights than citizens under this principle, and that the scope of action under self-defense is not limited by the assignment of the PMSC;

+ conformant with the principle that use of force in defense of vessels should only be allowed insofar as it concerns entities for which the PMSC is contracted by the owner to secure or defend (an ‘unlawful attack against a protected interest’). The use of force in this situation should be governed by national law, as well as within the parameters of applicable international human rights law;

+ conformant with the use of force only being informed by legality, necessity, proportionality, precaution and accountability;

+ conformant with international humanitarian law if the use of force occurs in the context of naval warfare;

+ elaborated in a detailed and graduated response plan, employed according to a use of force continuum. This is a practical result of the proportionality principle;

+ clearly defining the roles of the shipmaster and the Team Leader of the PMSC personnel, bearing in mind that the shipmaster has ultimate control and authority on board the ship;

+ the use of force rules should clarify that any incident should be immediately reported to appropriate authorities; furthermore, the use of firearms must be reported to the Flag State. The rules on the use of force should thus include necessary reporting.
States should have in place appropriate rules on the possession of weapons and ammunition by maritime PMSCs and their personnel. States should consider:

- Evidence on compliance with the relevant Flag, Coastal and Port State legislation and relationships governing the transport and provision of firearms, ammunition and security equipment to the point of embarkation and disembarkation or ports/places at which the vessel may call as part of its intended voyage whilst the PMSC team is on board. PMSC should be capable of proving that actual inventory carried matches all documented declarations;
- possession of appropriate storage containers for firearms, ammunition and security equipment at the point of transfer to the ship;
- development of documented standards and procedures for a complete inventory of all firearms, ammunition and security equipment available upon arrival aboard the vessel;
- appropriate control procedures for separate and secure onboard stowage and deployment of firearms, ammunition and security equipment;
- identified areas where firearms may or may not be carried, along with the weapon State (e.g. unloaded & magazine off, magazine on and safety catch on and no round chambered) and situations in which a change in that State should be confirmed;
- detailed instructions and guidelines for when firearms can be loaded and prepared for usage should be confirmed, trained and documented during certain periods as listed in the PMSC contract, to guarantee the highest of safety and operational capabilities for use of firearms aboard the vessel;
- that the inventory should be reconciled on disembarkation of all firearms and ammunition from the vessel.

50 BPUF, Art. 2; IMD, MSC.1/Circ.1405/Rev.2; para. 5.12.
States should require, if consistent with vessel protection requirements and security of the assigned mission, that the personnel of the maritime PMSC is personally identifiable whenever they are carrying out activities in discharge of their responsibilities under a contract. Identification should ensure that for the security of ship’s crew and passengers, the security personnel should at all times use uniforms and markings to identify their role as security personnel; such identification should be distinguishable from others on board the ship.\textsuperscript{51}

\section*{WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?}

Strong rules on the use of force, the possession of weapons and force protection requirements fosters a graduated response by PMSCs in the case of threats, and therewith strengthen safeguards for the safety at sea. Such use of force guidelines can thus significantly decrease security and human rights risks, which occur when force is used.

The lawful use of force by private security providers and the limitations that should be taken into account are fundamentally different from those of law enforcement officers. Private security providers do not have any broader public security or law enforcement function and instead are solely responsible for the performance of their contract. Therefore, applying law enforcement standards by analogy to the use of force by private security providers may result in risks to human rights compliance. Specific rules and regulations to guide the actions of private security providers and ensure public oversight and accountability structures for their use of force are therefore necessary.

\textsuperscript{51} See also BPUF Art.1. ISO/PAS 28007:2012(E); 5.5.2.
MONITORING COMPLIANCE AND ENSURING ACCOUNTABILITY

States should develop national monitoring and oversight capacities, including:

- Establishing or designating an adequately resourced monitoring authority to strengthen monitoring and accountability of PMSCs.\(^{53}\)
- Ensuring that the persons on board a ship where a PMSC operates is informed about the rules of conduct by which PMSC must abide, as well as available complaints mechanisms.
- Investigating reports of wrongdoing.
- Administratively regulating PMSCs in case of wrongful conduct.

To guarantee supervision of PMSCs, States should enable oversight by parliamentary committees through annual reports or notification of particular contracts to such bodies.\(^{54}\)

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Considering the potential for harm from PMSC activities on the high seas where Flag State oversight may be weak, it is essential that national legislation establishes accessible mechanisms to provide effective remedies to victims, preferably in a victim-centered and victim-led remedy process where rule of Law is upheld. States have an obligation to ensure, within their power, respect for relevant and applicable international human rights and international humanitarian law, including by taking appropriate measures to prevent any abuses and violations by or against personnel of PMSCs. Further, States are responsible to implement their obligations, including by taking appropriate measures to prevent, investigate and provide effective remedies in case of misconduct of PMSCs and their personnel.

There are many factors that may impede the efficiency of effective monitoring and remedial mechanisms. The willingness of national judicial systems, potentially linked to questions of transparency and corruption, as well as overly long or costly procedures can make it difficult for victims or discourage them from obtaining effective remedies. By ensuring PMSC regulatory authorities have the knowledge, capacities, and powers to effectively monitor the industry, this contributes to more effective oversight upstream. These regulations thus significantly strengthen the implementation power of regulations.

\(^{52}\) See Montreux Document Good Practices 46 to 52.
\(^{53}\) IMO, MSC.1/Circ.1406/rev.3; para. 5.2.5. lays out for states to establish a policy, which ensures accountability for compliance with the regulations elaborated above. However, in the scope of this compilation of good practices, we did not identify similarly detailed good practices in the maritime sphere for monitoring and accountability measures, discussed in Montreux Document Good Practice 46 to 50. See also UNCLLOS Art. 94 (3).
\(^{54}\) See Montreux Document Good Practice 4, 29, 59.
States should cooperate with each other, given the complexity of jurisdictions in maritime contexts.55

+ States should cooperate with other States in case of inquiries to casualties or other incident of navigation;
+ All States should cooperate in the repression of piracy on the high seas and in other places outside the jurisdiction of any State;
+ All States should cooperate in the suppression of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances engaged in by ships on the high seas contrary to international conventions;
+ States should cooperate with contracting States both to consider the impact of agreements on national laws and regulations, address issues of jurisdiction, and to investigate as well as and investigating and regulatory authorities of Contracting and Home States in matters of common concern regarding PMSCs;
+ States should provide mutual legal assistance in investigations, prosecutions and judicial proceedings related to the mitigation of piracy.

**WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?**

Several factors specific to the maritime environment can hinder the capacity of a single State to regulate PMSCs. The complex maritime environment can induce a certain overlap of jurisdictions. Furthermore, national oversights can be limited, and contracting entities are often non-State actors. Flag States may also comprise little capacity to monitor PMSCs onboard of ships. These circumstances demand for the design of most suitable monitoring and evaluation systems, built on cooperation between States. For this reason, complementary oversight processes from national regulatory authorities, other States, and non-State actors will strengthen the prevention of human rights abuses. Additionally, cooperation agreements can also assist States to share relevant information related to the PMSCs’ background - such as the vetting processes of a company, and relevant information on instances of past conduct of a PMSC or their personnel, or information acquired during any existing investigations and prosecutions.

55 UNCLOS, Art. 94 (7); Art. 101 (8); Art. 105; Art. 117-119. See also UNCTAD (2014), Maritime Piracy, Part II: An Overview of the International Legal Framework and of Multilateral Cooperation to Combat Piracy.
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